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Understanding the Moon Soul
To continue with our theme of exploring Judeo-Christian
spirituality, in today’s webinar, we will explore the state of identity
adopted by many Christians and Jews, which we call the Moon Soul
Nucleus of Identity. In different groups, this integrating center of the
Superconscious mind has been variously called “the soul,” the Christ
Child, the Christ Consciousness, the son or daughter of God, the white
stone, or the Philosopher’s stone.
Many groups teach individuals to identify with this essence, and to
seek the guidance of the Holy Spirit and the “moral will” to guide their
lives. The mystery of the death and resurrection of Jesus Christ upon
the Sixth Ray track through these the First Exoteric Initiation reveals
the essence of the Moon Soul as a state of rebirth. Many of these
evangelical Christians upon this track refer to themselves as “bornagain Christians,” which attests that many of these individuals do
indeed touch upon this essence—either during baptism, prayer, or the
experience of being “filled” or “anointed” by the Holy Spirit.
We will select from some of our writings on the Moon Soul to shed
more light on what it is and how we encounter it in meditation and
prayer.

Layers of the Moon Soul
When the nucleus of identity of the First Initiation, a center we call
the Moon Soul, is liberated, it becomes possible to identify each of the
layers that make up our experience of this center. These layers form
four bands of experience: the human interface, the exoteric, the
mesoteric, and esoteric spheres.
The human interface band is mediated through the cord of faith,
which connects the ego to this essence, and beyond it to the Heavenly
Father of the First Mesoteric Initiation.
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Jesus’ statement that whosoever believes in him shall be saved is
predicated upon the ability of this cord of faith to awaken the Moon
Soul, to unite the believer’s attention with it, and ultimately, to bring
about the state of identification with it—the state of “rebirth” that
many of the Christian faithful claim to have undergone.
This initial awakening of the cord of faith becomes a conduit
through which the believer prays to God, listens for guidance, and
carries on a question and answer dialog.
The exoteric band contains three layers of the Moon Soul: the
sphere of light, moral reasoning, and moral will.
The sphere of light is what individuals see when they behold this
center. It is a sphere of great purity and beauty, and radiates love
and other holy virtues.
Moral reasoning is based on comparison of concepts with
principles written in scripture; it operates to construct a system
of values and beliefs consonant with what is written, as these
principles are made clear via reflection, through listening to
teaching and preaching of clergy, and through the inner
revelation of the Holy Spirit.
The moral will guides choices based on scripture. It overshadows
both human conscience and human will. The conscience may feel
the stirring of this center as the upwelling of shame, guilt, or the
fear of God. The personal volition experiences it as an inner
voice that gives it specific direction—this often acts to veto
certain decisions that the personality makes.
The mesoteric band contains two layers: the golden core, and the
inner altar.
The golden core, or “heart of gold,” grows as the believer’s Moon
Soul progresses on the track back to its origin. It marks the
accretion of spiritual wisdom, knowledge of scriptures, and the
virtues earned by deeds of kindness and charity.
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It is built by living virtues and embodying holiness through
speech and action.
The inner altar, which appears like a white disk with a tiny,
central concave chamber, is the “core of the heart” where the
Holy Spirit dwells. Those who have ascended into the presence of
the Father and attained sainthood can view this center—they call
down the Holy Spirit to indwell this center.
Those evangelical and charismatic groups who actively invoke
the Holy Spirit report that they feel it “within their heart”—it
comes to dwell in that concave chamber, where it emits glorious
golden, rose, blue, and violet hues as it ministers to the needs of
the human soul.
The esoteric band awakens only when the sphere of light—the
capsule of the Moon Soul, containing the rings of moral reasoning,
moral will, golden core, and inner altar—are dropped back into their
origin.
This glorified form of the Moon Soul appears like a golden
caduceus, and radiates intuitive understanding through each of
its centers. It is this form that granted entry into the Mystery
School of its “Ray and Track” and undergoes “initiation” into each
of the “degrees” of that Mystery school. Each Mystery School
contains 32 regular degrees, and eight degrees of ministry to
those affiliated with the Mystery School. This caduceus is
ultimately merged into the centers of the form of the Magus or
Lesser Adept—this state marks the completion of the First
Planetary Initiation.
The first interface with the Moon Soul is through the ego, through
the cord of faith. When this is the only connection with the Divine,
there is some risk that the ego may misunderstand what scripture
means and may be led to excesses in the name of their faith. Much of
the fanaticism and fervor seen in new believers is a result of their
“faith,” which has not yet become integrated with their personality and
their character.
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As the believer matures in their faith to the exoteric and mesoteric
bands, the Moon Soul begins to influence the personality—conscience,
character, and conation—and begins to direct it and reform it.
As the purifying fires of the Holy Spirit move into the core of the
heart and the inner altar, it begins to awaken the love, wisdom, and
power faculties of the Moon Soul; this emphasizes living virtue and
holiness, and expressing the gifts of the Holy Spirit.
These gifts of the Holy Spirit include the awakening of the cord of
faith; the activation of the Psychic Realm gifts of healing, discernment
of spirits (clairvoyance), and the word of knowledge (ability to read
past lives and to sense the current situation of an individual); the
activation of wisdom on the Wisdom Plane; and the activation of
abilities from centers that lie above the Moon Soul. These include the
gifts of speaking in an unknown tongue and prophecy, which operate
through the throat center (Divine Speech center); and the
interpretation of tongues and the revelation of the hidden meaning of
scriptures, which are mediated through the center at the point
between the eyebrows (Revelatory Center).
Since many people have embraced the secular and sacred religions
of the First Planetary Initiation—Democracy, Christianity, and
Judaism—as their source of inspiration, moral guidance, and anchor of
their lives, it will be important for them to better understand this
Moon Soul center through which they interface with the Divine—as
they can know Him at this level of the Great Continuum of
Consciousness.
We invite meditator and believer alike to contemplate the layers of
the Moon Soul described in this article, so they can gain greater
familiarity with this nucleus of identity.
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Types of Alignment in the 1st Exoteric Planetary Initiation
When we contemplate the types of spirituality present in the First
Exoteric Planetary Initiation, we find the following.
1) Initiatory - the ensouling entity dwells in the nodal points
comprising the First Exoteric Planetary Initiation. This is the type of
spiritual alignment advocated by the Masters of the Mudrashram®
lineage. The spirit is attuned to this same state. This constitutes
stable spiritual evolution.
2) Translation of the Moon Soul – The Moon Soul of those entering this
state are moved out of alignment with the Soul; this state is
cultivated in certain mystic sects, with an aim to draw nigh unto the
Presence of God. Sometimes these individuals may have
“visitations” by spirits, angels, or hear the voices purportedly of
God. When inspired by these voices or spiritual agencies, the
individual may begin a preaching career, or even found a new sect.
In India, this state is called Must, Divine Madness. Here is the West,
these ones are sometimes hospitalized for psychosis.
3) Rapture of the spirit - the spirit opens the channels of the Nada
beyond its state of spiritual evolution. The individual goes into
ecstatic trances, and commonly expresses his or her newly found
visions as paintings, poetry, songs, and other often creative
expressions. This type of spirituality can become emotionally
imbalanced, evidenced by conversion hysterical or borderline or
histrionic symptoms.
4) Theological insight - the revelatory center is opened and illumines
that student in his or her quest for verifiable truths about his or her
religious faith: through sincere study of scripture and supporting
volumes, he or she comes to an understanding of the principles and
spiritual laws veiled in the scriptures.
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5) Blind faith - belief in God, coupled by memorization of scriptures,
marked by fervent prayer and efforts to use God’s power to
manifest desires or to change others. The individual often becomes
a messenger aiming to convert or proselytize others. These
individuals can become very narrow minded or intolerant of other
faiths.
6) Moral zealotry - the conscience is quickened by the moral will of
the Moon Soul center, and the individual seeks to reform him or
herself, those around him or her, or sometimes, the entire society.
These individuals can seek to impose their beliefs on others by
advocating or enacting laws, or controlling governmental seats of
authority.
7) Inspired faith - the individual invites the Holy Spirit to dwell in the
receptacle of the Moon Soul. This provides guidance, emotional
comfort, and purification of the aura. The individual gains virtue
and holiness and is often inspired to do acts of selfless service and
charity.
8) Empowered faith - the individual invites the Holy Spirit to dwell in
the receptacle of the Moon Soul, but asks for the gifts of the Spirit
to confirm the presence of the Holy Spirit dwelling as a witness. The
individual is given a spiritual gift such as speaking in tongues,
prophecy, healing, discernment of spirits, interpretation of tongues,
wisdom, etc…
The Soul, when it undergoes the First Exoteric Planetary Initiation,
has the following active centers within its vehicles:
Brain

Soul

Veiled behind a cloud or mist, out of
which lightening or an orb of fire
may be seen

Brow

Revelatory Center (Nous,
Mind of Christ)

Brings in understanding of
scripture, when one asks for
wisdom or illumination
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Divine Speech Center

Inspired or prophetic utterance,
preaching scriptures. Active in those
given the gift of prophecy

Urn of Sacred Fire

Stimulated by reflection and
repentance, transmutes karma (sins)
into wisdom and understanding,
and builds a moral character

Moon Soul, and seat of
Moral Will

Stimulated by study of scriptures
and moral training, this becomes a
new identity within the individual

Awareness Center

Stimulated by singing, chanting,
praising God. Gives a glimpse of the
Moon Soul, and occasionally the
Spirit of God indwelling history (The
World Soul or “Jehovah”)

Base of Spine Sacred Seal Center

The “name” in the Lamb’s Book of
Life, or “new name” spoken of in the
scriptures

Throat

Heart

Solar Plexus

Navel

Feet

Throne Center

A center from which the attentional
principle can invoke the Spirit of
God and minister to others

The Soul animates this vehicle upon taking the First Planetary
Initiation. The first third of this initiation comprises exoteric
spirituality. Exoteric spirituality is marked by:
• Reliance upon interpretation of scriptures to determine truths
about God and to discern the Divine Will
• Expectation for the Advent of a Savior, Messiah, or Christ in
historical time
• Expectation of a heavenly reward beyond death
• Emphasizing the blessings of God as prosperity, abundance,
happy family life, good moral character, strength and fortitude
during adversity
• Prayer to God and reflection upon the meaning of scriptures
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• Development of a black and white, right or wrong morality
• Re-identification as the Moon Soul (or spiritual seed atom)
granting a “new birth” or spiritual awakening
Practice of sacred rituals or sacramental rites
The deeper aspects of the First Planetary Initiations constitute
Mesoteric First Planetary Initiation (marked by mysticism and devotion)
and Esoteric First Planetary Initiation (where penetrating intuitive
insight is developed.)
The Moon Soul Center can be prematurely activated by “rebirth
affirmations” or creeds of faith, singing, chanting or praying, even
though an individual has not yet evolved spiritually to appropriately
inhabit the vehicle in which the Moon Soul Center resides. We will
point out, however, that the zealotry and intolerance engendered by
“claiming the Kingdom of God by faith” is a considerable drawback of
this strategy. Historically, this had led to many excesses, even outright
atrocities committed in the name of religion.
It has led, moreover, to “convert everyone” mentality. This approach
does not examine the stage of spiritual evolution and what constitutes
the cutting edge of spirituality appropriate to the individual.
The result is that any alternative faith is undermined and
condemned, and all individuals are expected to adopt a homogeneous
religious creed and practice. This can be analogized to insisting that
everyone must be in second grade in school, regardless of their age or
former education. Anyone who is not in second grade also is assumed
to be deluded or deceived and will be “damned eternally”.
An Alternative Approach
The teaching of the Mudrashram® lineage is that we must begin
with congruent spirituality, beginning spiritual work at an individual’s
spiritual cutting edge. This spiritual cutting edge is the ensouling
entity that is activated by the Divine Life. The Living Current of the
Divine Spirit, which we call the Alaya, animates it.
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Once this ensouling entity is identified, it is transformed along its
natural spiritual evolutionary track. The native spirituality linked with
that band of the Great Continuum of Consciousness is developed to a
synchronous level of development. The attentional principle is led to
cognize each new state of development of the ensouling entity during
this progressive unfoldment. This leads to stable and balanced
spiritual development.
Cutting edge spirituality avoids the over-zealous and even fanatical
viewpoints fostered in other alignment strategies, which do not adopt
the primary integral meditation dictum to balance the four poles of
spirituality. We believe that this balanced approach is as important in
the First Exoteric Planetary Initiation, where the Soul is first immersed
in the Great Stream of the Divine Life, as it is in other bands of the
Great Continuum of Consciousness.

Powers of the Moon Soul Nucleus of Identity
By George A. Boyd ©2005

The Moon Soul nucleus of identity is activated naturally in the
process of spiritual evolution when the Soul takes the First Exoteric
Planetary Initiation. Potential abilities of this center, stimulated by the
seven rays coming from the Holy Spirit, include:
Ray

Power

1st

Ability to channel love, to give hope, to inspire faith in God

2nd

Ability to remember, parse and recite scripture and preaching, and cite
examples of miracles of transformations (testimonials)

3rd

Ability to invoke God and to pray

4th

Ability to recognize those who are not identified with the Moon Soul,
perceiving these individuals as “fallen,” “lost” or “unsaved”
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Ray

Power

5th

Ability to activate the Moral Will, which 1) labels acts as good and evil, 2)
labels words as good and evil, 3) labels thoughts as good and evil, 4)
exhorts others to do what is right and good, 5) controls one’s own
personality (Self) and ego to do what is right and good, 6) activates the
conscience to search one’s motivations and behavior and 7) establishes
moral habits to build good character

6th

Ability to sing, praise and glorify God; ability to speak in tongues or
speak under inspiration (prophecy)

th

7

Ability to engage in charity or acts of kindness, with an aim to expand
the Church’s ministry and to convert others who are “unsaved;” the
ability to proselytize for one’s sect

It is also possible to awaken this center prematurely, before the
Soul has evolved to overshadow it. This is seen in a variety of JudeoChristian sects that teach an individual to re-identify with this center.
An individual may continually reactivate this center by singing spiritual
songs, praying, speaking in tongues, proselytizing others, or
attending worship or preaching services on a regular basis. There
may also be social pressure from members of their religious group to
function from a state of identification with this center, e.g., to “walk in
faith” or “live in holiness.”
By focusing attention fully on this center through prayer, singing or
speaking in tongues (glossolalia), the believer enters a state of trance
in which he or she becomes particularly receptive to indoctrination
and receiving the suggestions of the person “preaching.” Through
this means, the believer may, for example, incorporate suggestions to
proselytize or convert others, to vote in a certain way, or to advocate
for “righteous” causes; to interpret scripture in specific ways; or to
cultivate “correct behavior and attitude.”
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Individuals who remain entranced for long periods of time may be
effectively shaped and molded to carry out a religious or political
agenda. The religious metaphor of sheep being guided by a shepherd
is a fitting one: these individuals in trance are guided by their
ministers, preachers, priests, spiritual counselors or rabbis to specific
agendas that constitute the “mission” of their church or synagogue.
These individuals do not see that they are being exploited; they are
told that they are “doing good,” “doing God’s will” and “obeying the
commandments of the Lord.”
Because of the zeal of some dynamic sects to convert others, large
numbers of people are “brought into the fold.” These large blocs of
“believers” can influence their nation’s laws and policies. They attempt
to impose their vision of one nation, living in trance, carrying out the
religious and political agendas of their leaders, waiting for their
Messiah to come to “recognize and reward them for their good works
in His name.”
In the Mudrashram® teachings, we advocate that individuals
1. Encounter their nuclei of identity and inner vehicles through
meditation to understand them, but not remain identified with
them in a state of trance.
2. Meditate on their own inner sense of truth so that they may
discover their unique path and destiny, and live in harmony with
their Soul’s cutting edge of spirituality.
3. Always return from altered states of awareness to the grounded
state of awareness.
4. Reflect on their experiences, in life and in meditation, in order to
understand and integrate them.
5. Build an inner map of their vehicles so that they may chart a
pathway to their Soul.
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6. Dedicate themselves to goals and ideals consonant with their
own being, and not those imposed by others with religious or
political agendas to convert them, shape them and enslave them
(e.g., as occurs in religious and political cults).
7. Express the abilities and gifts of their Soul through creativity, in
their profession and through service to others.
You may wish to reflect upon the Moon Soul center to recognize its
varieties of expression in yourself and others, and to contemplate how
the moral will’s template of judgment is constructed through reading
scriptures and exposure to religious and moral teachings.

When the Soul Aligns with the Moon Soul
Some sects within Christianity and Judaism emphasize a rebirth
experience that leads them to re-identify with the Moon Soul nucleus
of identity. In many individuals, this may effectively be jumping ahead
on the path, moving them beyond the current spiritual evolutionary
development of the Soul. In normal development, the Soul aligns with
the Moon Soul during the First Planetary Initiation. The effects of this
aligned and non-aligned form of spiritual practice are contrasted
below.
1. During alignment, mandalic reasoning intuits the correct context
of communication; in non-alignment, inspired truths are blurted
out with no cognizance of their impact on others.
2. Transpersonal will checks the moral will and other octaves of the
will during alignment; the individual follows “Divine commandment” or “prophecy,” not considering the consequences or the
impact of doing so, when not aligned.
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3. Correct alignment lines up all of the vehicles of the Soul—the
individual is embodied, yet utilizes as appropriate each of the
vehicles of consciousness in synchrony; in non-alignment, the
Moon Soul is awakened prematurely by “faith,” or by holding
attention upon it (e.g., “practicing the presence”), which keep the
kundalini shakti energy abnormally fixed in this center.
4. When aligned, the individual identifies with the Soul, not the
nucleus of identity; in non-alignment, there is premature
identification with the nucleus of identity.
5. In alignment, the individual accepts others as they are, where
they dwell, and does not attempt to make them take on their
state of identification, philosophy, or beliefs; in non-alignment,
the individual seeks to indoctrinate, teach, and convert others.
6. In alignment, both caring and compassionate human relationships, and devotion and love for the Divine, are valued and
expressed; in non-alignment, human love and relationships can
be devalued, while spiritual love and spiritual identity are
emphasized and acknowledged as primary.
7. In alignment, the individual is able to synthesize multiple visions
or insights in a coherent cosmology and expresses those visions
and insights through creativity, service, and ministry; nonalignment may give rise to incoherence, misunderstanding, and
disorganization of cognitive process when the insights gained
through communion with the Moon Soul cannot be integrated.
Signs that one has prematurely activated the Moon Soul nucleus of
identity include:
A. Disorganization of cognitive processes include: loss of identification with the Self and the ego coupled with re-identification
with the Moon Soul nucleus of identity
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B. Decoupling with the human will together with the premature
activation of the Moral Will, resulting in command for behavior
governed by revelation or prophecy, such as, “Thou shalt go unto
[person or groups’ name] and say [inspired message].”
C. Attention may become fixed in the Moon Soul, leading to living
in a trance-like altered state of consciousness.
D. Perceptions may be altered, so that specific stimuli are filtered
out and others selected—this leads to a heightening of
significance of certain events, giving the false impression they
are “signs” or “omens.”
E. The individual may begin to think in a paranoid, black and white
frame of reference, e.g., “Either you are one of us, or you are
evil.”
F. The individual may begin to seek to convert others to what he or
she believes is the only right way—and may feel they are on a
mission from God to do this. Any individual is not physically
present in their church or temple can be targeted. Some
individuals may spend much of their time in attempting to argue
about their faith and convince others.
G. The individual may begin to think of him or herself as an
archetype instead of a person—a “prophet,” an “evangelist,” or a
“saint”— and lose the ability to relate to others as people.
We encourage aspirants to think on what comprises balanced
development during the First Planetary Initiation, and the implications
of premature activation of the Moon Soul
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Have you ever experienced the Moon Soul? In what ways have you
experienced it?
What methods have you used that allowed you to experience your
Moon Soul? Which ones appear to work best?
In what contexts did you experience it? If this was a religious
context, were you told you might lose this “soul” if you didn’t obey
this religious group’s rules or precepts?
Did you encounter your Moon Soul by jumping ahead on the Path,
or did you experience it as integral to your nature? If you have
experienced both types, which feels better to you? Why?
What abilities or gifts do you have that arise from this nucleus of
identity? Do you attribute positive qualities to this center based on the
gifts it brings to you, or are your associations mainly negative? Why?
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Thank you for attending our webinar today!
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